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Abstract

We show the global dynamics of spatial cross-correlation of Pc2 wave activity can track the evolution of the 2015 St. Patrick’s

Day geomagnetic storm for an 8 hour time window around onset. The global spatially coherent response is tracked by forming

a dynamical network from 1 second data using the full set of 100+ ground-based magnetometer stations collated by SuperMAG

and Intermagnet. The pattern of spatial coherence is then captured by a few network parameters which in turn track the

evolution of the storm. At onset IMF B z>0 and Pc2 power increases, we find a global response with stations being correlated

over both local and global distances. Following onset, whilst B z>0, the network response is confined to the day-side. When

IMF B z<0, there is a strong local response at high latitudes, consistent with the onset of polar cap convection driven by

day-side reconnection. The spatially coherent response as revealed by the network grows and is maximal when both SME and

SMR peak, consistent with an active electrojet and ring-current. Throughout the storm there is a coherent response both

in stations located along lines of constant geomagnetic longitude, between hemispheres, and across magnetic local time. The

network does not simply track the average Pc2 wave power, however is characterized by network parameters which track the

evolution of the storm. This is a first study to parameterize global Pc2 wave correlation and offers the possibility of statistical

studies across multiple events to detailed comparison with, and validation of, space weather models.
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Abstract16

We show the global dynamics of spatial cross-correlation of Pc2 wave activity can17

track the evolution of the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day geomagnetic storm for an 8 hour time18

window around onset. The global spatially coherent response is tracked by forming a dy-19

namical network from 1 second data using the full set of 100+ ground-based magnetome-20

ter stations collated by SuperMAG and Intermagnet. The pattern of spatial coherence21

is then captured by a few network parameters which in turn track the evolution of the22

storm. At onset IMF Bz > 0 and Pc2 power increases, we find a global response with23

stations being correlated over both local and global distances. Following onset, whilst24

Bz > 0, the network response is confined to the day-side. When IMF Bz < 0, there25

is a strong local response at high latitudes, consistent with the onset of polar cap con-26

vection driven by day-side reconnection. The spatially coherent response as revealed by27

the network grows and is maximal when both SME and SMR peak, consistent with an28

active electrojet and ring-current. Throughout the storm there is a coherent response29

both in stations located along lines of constant geomagnetic longitude, between hemi-30

spheres, and across magnetic local time. The network does not simply track the aver-31

age Pc2 wave power, however is characterized by network parameters which track the32

evolution of the storm. This is a first study to parameterize global Pc2 wave correlation33

and offers the possibility of statistical studies across multiple events to detailed compar-34

ison with, and validation of, space weather models.35

Plain Language Summary36

Space weather poses a risk to infrastructure including satellites and power systems.37

A key challenge within space weather is predicting the magnetospheric response. To bet-38

ter understand geomagnetic activity, we (for the first time) build a dynamical network39

to parameterize the Pc2 wave response. Closed magnetic field lines in the inner magne-40

tosphere can support standing Alfven waves (a magnetic ‘harp’) and these are measured41

on the ground as Pc waves which occupy distinct frequency bands. Pc waves are excited42

by a variety of processes related to space weather. Previous work has focused on chains43

of magnetometers that are at constant magnetic longitude which sample the different44

resonant frequencies of the ‘harp’ (different field line lengths). Recently, SuperMAG has45

begun to offer second resolution data which allows higher frequency Pc2 waves to be re-46

solved and studied globally. Our first results are a study of an intense isolated geomag-47

netic storm where we have identified network parameters and have shown that these track48

the distinct phases of the storm in terms of spatial coherence of Pc2 wave activity. Us-49

ing these network parameters we can perform statistical studies across many storms and50

quantitatively benchmark space weather models with observations.51

1 Introduction52

Reconfiguration of solar coronal field-lines can lead to an energetic release of plasma53

known as a coronal mass ejection (CME) (Schwenn, 2006). If the CME is incident on54

the magnetosphere with interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz < −10nT and dura-55

tion t > 3 h, an extreme space weather events known as a geomagnetic storm is induced56

(Gonzalez et al., 1994; Pulkkinen, 2007). In order to understand the dynamics of geo-57

magnetic storms, we can study ultra low frequency (ULF) waves which are field line res-58

onances (FLR) along closed field lines in the inner magnetosphere (Baumjohann & Treumann,59

2012; McPherron et al., 1972; Hughes, 2013; Southwood & Hughes, 1983). During a storm60

there are a number of driving forces, both internal (magnetospheric) and external (so-61

lar wind), that can give rise to ULF waves. External ULF wave drivers include shear flow62

between the magnetosphere and the solar wind (McPherron et al., 1972; Yumoto, 1988)63

and the rapid displacement of field lines during the storm sudden commencement (SSC).64

When measured using ground-based magnetometers, ULF waves are classified as Pc waves65
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and occupy distinct frequency bands (Jacobs et al., 1964). There is extensive literature66

on the spatially localized physics of Pc waves (Rasinkangas et al., 1994; Chisham & Orr,67

1997; Arnoldy et al., 1996) revealing that there are multiple physical processes during68

geomagnetic storms that can be measured using Pc waves. We focus on the Pc2 frequency69

band, for which generation mechanisms include ion-cyclotron resonance at equatorial re-70

gions of the magnetosphere (Kozyra et al., 1997; Murphy et al., 2014). Hence Pc2 waves71

are effective at depleting relativistic electrons from the outer radiation belts and ring cur-72

rent, leading to redistribution of plasma along field lines and thus modulating the du-73

ration of geomagnetic storms (Engebretson et al., 2008; Menk, 2011).74

In this paper we study Pc2 wave excitation as a globally coherent phenomenon. We75

analyse an 8 hour time window around onset for the well known St. Patrick’s Day event76

on the 17th of March 2015 (Wu et al., 2016a). Previous work has detailed the ionospheric77

effect of the storm (Mahrous et al., 2018; Maurya et al., 2018), electron precipitation from78

the radiation belts (Clilverd et al., 2020) and observations of global navigation satellite79

system (GNSS) disturbances (Jacobsen & Andalsvik, 2016). To analyse the global spa-80

tial correlation of Pc2 wave activity we create networks. First used in discrete mathe-81

matics, networks have become a useful tool in dynamical systems and have been used82

extensively in fields such as ecology, control systems, and particle physics (Strogatz, 2001;83

Newman, 2018). Dynamical network structure and evolution can be used to parameter-84

ize the system and underlying processes (Boccaletti et al., 2006). In geophysics, networks85

have been used to characterize ionospheric total electron content (McGranaghan et al.,86

2017), ground induced current in response to storms (Orr, Chapman, & Beggan, 2021)87

and substorm ionospheric current systems (Orr, Chapman, Gjerloev, & Guo, 2021).88

The time dependent network will be built from observations using the full set of89

100+ globally distributed ground-based magnetometer stations, curated by the Super-90

MAG/Intermagnet collaborations. Networks have been previously used successfully with91

1 minute resolution SuperMAG data to obtain the timings of the high latitude response92

to IMF Bz turnings (Dods et al., 2017) and the evolution of high latitude current sys-93

tems during substorms (Dods et al., 2015; Orr et al., 2019; Orr, Chapman, Gjerloev, &94

Guo, 2021). For the first time we perform network analysis with 1 second high resolu-95

tion data using Pc2 waves. Our analysis demonstrates that Pc2 wave cross-correlation96

between globally spatially distributed observations can track the evolution of the storm97

in terms of evolving physical processes. The Pc2 wave band is optimal because the fre-98

quency is low enough to be well resolved by 1 second measurements, and high enough99

to have a relatively short cross-correlation time window. Therefore, we build dynami-100

cal Pc2 networks to chart the time evolution of full spatio-temporal pattern of coherence101

under active conditions. The Pc2 / Pi2 band has also been studied extensively both in102

terms of the basic physics and also as an indicator for processes taking place in the mag-103

netosphere/ionosphere system (Kitamura et al., 1988).104

To build Pc2 dynamical networks, we first band-pass filter ground magnetometer105

data and then use the filtered waveforms to build a time-varying matrix of cross-correlation106

between all pairs of ground stations. Thresholding this matrix provides a set of network107

connections between stations, providing a network for each component of the magnetic108

field. We construct random surrogates of the data to determine the statistical signifi-109

cance of the networks. We find that the Pc2 in-phase undirected networks are statisti-110

cally significant over most of the event and hence we focus on these. Finally we param-111

eterize the global spatio-temporal correlation patterns using a few network parameters.112

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the event studied, the avail-113

able data and the methodology for constructing the network which is detailed in Appendix,114

section A. The network parameters that characterize specific spatial properties of the115

networks, are introduced. Results in section 3 show how these network parameters char-116

acterize the time-evolution of the St. Patrick’s Day storm. We conclude these results in117

Section 4.118
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2 Methods119

2.1 Geomagnetic Storms and Data120

We focus on the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day event (Wu et al., 2016b) which occurred121

on the 17th of March 2015. The time-dependent network for this event are constructed122

from the full set of 128 ground magnetic field observations with 1 second cadence, cu-123

rated by the SuperMAG and Intermagnet ground magnetometer collaborations. For our124

analysis we use the SuperMAG data calibration, ensuring magnetometer data have been125

preprocessed identically and allowing for multi-event and single event statistical anal-126

yses (Gjerloev, 2012). The vector time series for our data are given in coordinates where127

n̂ is local magnetic north, ê is local magnetic east and ẑ is vertically down.128

The 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm is the largest geomagnetic storm to date of so-129

lar cycle 24 (Li et al., 2017), classified as ’Severe’ on the NOAA geomagnetic storm scale130

(Poppe, 2000; Jacobsen & Andalsvik, 2016). The onset or storm sudden commencement131

(SSC) occurred around 04:45 UT on 17 March, when a CME reached the Earth. Initially,132

the IMF Bz component was northward, reaching ∼27 nT at storm sudden commence-133

ment, then turned southward at around 06:00 UT. The storm reached its peak intensity134

at sim 00:00 UT on 18 March with minimum disturbance storm time index (Dst), sim135

-223 nT and had recovered (reaching background) by the 25th of March (Nosé et al., 2012;136

Wu et al., 2016b).137

The dynamical Pc2 wave network of spatial cross-correlation is obtained over an138

8 hour time window starting just before onset at 4:00 UT and ending at 12:00 UT, on139

the 17th of March.140

2.2 Building a Dynamical Pc Wave Cross-correlation Network141

A network graphs the connections (edges) between entities (nodes). Examples in-142

clude social media networks, where the nodes are people and the edges are friendships143

between them, and airline networks, where the nodes are airports and the edges are flight144

paths (Newman, 2018). Network edges can be directed (flight path) or undirected, and145

have connections with different weights. In a dynamical network, both the available nodes,146

and the connections between them, are time-varying. Here, the network will be built upon147

the cross-correlation between the observed magnetic field at pairs of ground-based mag-148

netometer stations. A pair of stations are connected when the cross-correlation estimated149

in a moving time window exceeds a fixed threshold. For real-world systems, the appro-150

priate threshold is uniquely determined for each application. Key properties of the net-151

work can be captured by time-varying network parameters, which then track the evo-152

lution of the geomagnetic storm in terms of cross-correlation between spatially distributed153

stations. This study extends previous work that used 1 minute data (Dods et al., 2015,154

2017; Orr et al., 2019; Orr, Chapman, Gjerloev, & Guo, 2021) to high resolution (1 sec-155

ond) SuperMAG and Intermagnet data applied to Pc2 waves.156

A detailed description of how the network is constructed is given in the appendix,157

and is summarized here. Each magnetometer time series is sampled using a moving 100158

seconds long time window which is 10 times the largest Pc2 wave period. Consecutive159

windows overlap by half the window size (50 seconds). The Pc2 waveforms are the ex-160

tracted by band-pass filtering the windowed time series of each magnetometer. The two161

waveforms from pairs of magnetometers are then cross-correlated using a normalized time-162

lagged-cross-correlation (TLCC, see appendix A1). Next, a peak finding routine deter-163

mines all positive and negative extrema of the TLCC function (which oscillates about164

zero) and gives the amplitude of the peak closest to zero lag, Ap0
occurring at lag τp0

.165

If Ap0 is above a threshold such that the |Ap0 | > 0.3, the station pair are connected166

in the network. This threshold was estimated by modelling (see Appendix A.2). This167
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procedure is repeated for all station pairs in each time window to generate the network,168

for more detail see the Appendix, section A2.169

Each network edge falls into one of three categories depending on Ap0
and τp0

: (i)170

undirected in-phase, if |τp0
| ≤ 1 and Ap0

> 0. (ii) Undirected anti-phase, if |τp0
| ≤171

1 and Ap0
< 0. (iii) Directed, if |τp0

| > 1. These categories correspond to three dis-172

tinct networks, in section 3 we will focus on the undirected in-phase network, and ex-173

amples from the anti-phase undirected networks are given in the Appendix, section B.174

For each network category there will then be a network for each magnetic field com-175

ponent, ê, n̂, and ẑ, where n̂ is local magnetic north, ê is local magnetic east and ẑ is176

vertically down (Newell & Gjerloev, 2012).177

To test the statistical significance of the networks we will compare our analysis to178

a Pc2 surrogate dynamical network (Schreiber & Schmitz, 2000). We construct surro-179

gate time series in order to test against the null hypothesis of no coherent phase infor-180

mation. For each pair of stations, one Pc2 waveform is randomly shuffled, and the other181

Pc2 waveform is unchanged. The full network analysis is then performed on this surro-182

gate pair to give a randomized surrogate network. The number of connections in each183

network divided by the number in the randomized surrogate to then provide an estimate184

of the signal to noise ratio ϕk(t), for each field component k = n̂, ê, ẑ at time, t.185

2.3 Sub-Networks and Network Parameters186

The overall evolution of each network can be tracked with network parameters, which187

in turn track different aspects of the evolution of the storm. These parameters will be188

defined for the networks for each magnetic field component, k = n̂, ê, ẑ. Sub-networks,189

that is, subsets of the connections within the network, track different geographical and190

physical aspects of the magnetospheric is response to the storm. Ratios of the number191

of connections in these sub-networks then parameterize the network structure.192

The number of connections in each of the sub-networks is as follows:193

• Overall level of global activity, θk(t): The total number of connections in the194

network, normalized to the total possible number of connections.195

• Localized in longitude, Ck(t): Number of connections between stations within196

two degrees of magnetic longitude are referred to here as being part of the same197

magnetometer ‘pseudo-chain’, these signify resonance between different L-shells.198

Magnetometer pseudo-chains can be within or between hemispheres. Magnetome-199

ter pseudo-chains have historically been used for Pc wave studies (Ziesolleck & Mc-200

Diarmid, 1994; Chisham & Orr, 1997; Rasinkangas et al., 1994). We examined the201

stricter condition of magnetic conjugacy for resonance along a single field line. How-202

ever only two conjugate station pairs were found, compared with the 99 station203

pairs which could exhibit cross-correlation with one other station at the same mag-204

netic longitude.205

• Globally resonant L-shells, Gk(t): The number of connections between sta-206

tions in the geomagnetic northern and southern hemispheres. There are 29 sta-207

tions in the southern hemisphere out of the 128 stations in total.208

• Short-range (Sk(t)) vs long-range (Lk(t)) in magnetic local time (MLT):209

The number of connections spanning MLT<4 h are denoted as Sk(t) and MLT>4210

h as Lk(t). Any sub-network of multiple short-range connections will preferentially211

be found on spatial scales with MLT<4 h, and as such can only exist within con-212

tinental scales, that is, over a land-mass that is well populated by ground based213

magnetometers. Long-range connections on the other hand can be ocean-spanning214

and reach between continents. This network parameter then discriminates between215

these two distinct classes of network connection.216
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The extent in MLT is chosen such that it approximately corresponds to continen-217

tal scales. We anticipate a local response to be dominated by the high density of218

magnetometers, here in North America and Canada.219

• Within the northern hemisphere, Nk(t): A regionally localized response on220

a single hemisphere will respond to high latitude convection and current systems.221

We focus on connections limited in extent to the geomagnetic northern hemisphere222

as it is more extensively sampled.223

The number of connections in each of these sub-networks is plotted as a function224

of time in Figure 1, and their ratios, the network parameters, are plotted in Figure 2.225

3 Results226

We first detail the timeline of the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm and identify the time227

intervals when there is a statistically significant network response, in section 3.1. We then228

present the detailed network response as seen in the timeline of the storm and provide229

detailed snapshots of the network at key times in section 3.2. As discussed above, we found230

that the dominant network is for the in-phase undirected network for the n̂ component.231

At peak, this network has ∼ 5000 connections compared to the the ∼ 1000 connections232

in the ê, ẑ in-phase undirected networks. The n̂ undirected in-phase network is above the233

signal to noise ratio ϕn > 2 throughout the event. Therefore, we focus on the undirected234

in-phase network n̂ component, and the ê, ẑ components when ϕe,z > 2. The sub-networks235

and network parameters for the n̂, ê, and ẑ magnetic field components do not necessar-236

ily track each other, or the Pc2 wave power.237

3.1 Time Evolution of the Event238

Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of the storm, and the network parameter re-239

sponse. The format of these figures is as follows. Panel (a) summarizes the solar wind240

driving and panel (b) the overall magnetospheric response. The vertical lines indicate241

times (T1-6) which sample each phase of the storm, for which we will plot snapshots of242

the detailed network response in figures 3-8. Panel (c) plots the average Pc2 wave power243

over all magnetometer stations and the normalized total number of connections θk for244

k = n̂, ê, ẑ. Panel (d) plots the signal to noise ratio ϕk constructed as detailed in sec-245

tion 2. A black horizontal line indicates ϕk = 2 above which the number of network246

connections significantly exceeds that seen in the surrogate time series. We have set the247

threshold for significant Pc wave activity relative to the level seen before onset, as de-248

tailed in Appendix A. Before onset, the number of network connections is therefore low,249

(<100) so that ϕk fluctuates rapidly about this threshold. The first strong network re-250

sponse is seen at onset.251

The phases of the storm, and the overall response of the network, are shown in fig-252

ure 1 and are as follows:253

• T1, onset at 04:47:50 UT: We see that IMF Bz increases to ∼ +27 nT in panel254

(a) as we see a sharp increase in SME and SMR by MLT in panel (b). However,255

the dynamic pressure applied by the solar wind (panel (a), black line) increases256

shortly after at 5:00 UT. Network connections for the n̂ and ê components become257

significant as ϕn ≈4 and ϕe ≈2.8, while ϕz is just on the threshold. There is a258

sharp spike in all sub-networks.259

• T2, within 04:47:50 - 06:00:00 UT: There is a day-side response with solar260

wind driven compression and IMF Bz > 0. Between T1 and T2 ϕn ≈ 4, a sig-261

nificant response in the n̂ component of the magnetic field. The network response262

in the other components is not strongly significant, as there is a low number of263

connections (<100) in these networks.264
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• T3, within 06:00-06:45 UT: The IMF turns southward at 06:00 UT and there265

is an interval of Bz < 0. This can be expected to drive polar cap convection and266

we see a high latitude response begin in SME. All magnetic component sub-network267

connections increase after 06:10-06:20 UT, and now all components are statisti-268

cally significant, ϕn,e,z > 2. This 10-20 min delay is consistent with that found269

previously for the ionospheric response to a southward turning of the IMF (Todd270

et al., 1988; Dods et al., 2017).271

• T4, 06:47:00 UT: IMF Bz turns toward zero and is approximately zero at T4272

where the Pc2 wave power peaks and all components remain statistically signif-273

icant, ϕn,e,z > 2. The sub-network responses peaked earlier than the Pc2 wave274

power, instead tracking the increase in SME and levels out then decreases to a min-275

imum about 20 minutes after the IMF reaches zero (however there is a data gap276

in the IMF after T4).277

• T5-T6, between 08:17:00 - 09:15:00 UT: All magnetic component network278

connections increase and remain statistically significant, while SME increases and279

SMR decreases. All sub-network responses and Pc2 wave power peaks and the max-280

imum excursion of SME and SMR. This is where magnetospheric and ionospheric281

current systems are responding most strongly to the storm. However, the network282

response, particularly for the n̂ component of the field, starts to increase at T5283

which is before the Pc2 wave power starts to increase, about an hour before the284

peak in Pc2 wave power.285

Figure 1 shows that the in-phase instantaneous (close to zero cross-correlation lag)286

connections show a statistically significant network response compared to the random-287

ized surrogate, throughout the event. Anti-phase connections are significant within sub-288

intervals for this event, and they are shown in Appendix B in figures B1 and B2. The289

anti-phase networks do not contribute to significant additional overall parameterization290

of the storm.291

3.2 Detailed Network Response, Network Parameters292

Figure 2 panels (e-i) plot the network parameters, that is, ratios of the number of293

connections in the sub-networks from figure 1. Snapshots of the networks at times T1-294

6 are plotted for the n̂ magnetic field component network in figures 3-8. Snapshots for295

the ê and ẑ component networks are given in the Appendix section C, where these net-296

works have different behaviour and are statistically significant. The network snapshots297

plot all connections (green) and three of the sub-networks: (i) localized in MLT (orange),298

(ii) localized in MLT and between the geomagnetic north and southern hemispheres (pur-299

ple), (iii) along lines of fixed MLT (blue) showing magnetometer pseudo-chain connec-300

tions which include magnetically conjugate connections. In figures 3-8, panels (a) and301

(c) show the connections within each hemisphere, panel (d) shows all connections in ge-302

omagnetic coordinates, and panel (b) the degree distributions of the sub-networks (i-iii).303

Long range connections are limited in extent to MLT≤ 12. The nodes (magnetometer304

stations) are indicated by red circles in all panels. In figures 3-8 the node size is scaled305

by the total number connections at that node. Black nodes plot magnetometer stations306

that are not part of the network (no significant station-station cross-correlation).307

The spatial coverage of magnetometer stations is not uniformly distributed, so that308

sampling varies with MLT. At storm onset North America/Canada is initially located309

between dusk and close to midnight, while Europe is initially near dawn and Australia/East-310

Asia is just after noon. Europe then moves to the day-side while Australia/-East-Asia311

moves towards dusk, and North America/Canada moves through the night-side. Europe312

is dominated by the EMMA chain and Australia/East-Asia dominated by the MAGDAS313

chain. Multiple chains are located across North America. Therefore, we expect to see314

a night-side response (auroral electrojet) in North America/Canada, with a day-side re-315
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sponse initially at Australia/East-Asia and then in Europe. The short-range MLT (or-316

ange/purple) and pseudo-chains (blue) connections will be dominated by these continen-317

tal groups of magnetometers. The network snapshots (figures 3-8) can give us a unique318

overview of how these different magnetometer groups are responding within and between319

each geographical region.320

We now detail the in-phase network dynamics of the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm321

using network parameters in figure 2 (for significant components) which we compare to322

network snapshots in figures 3-8 for the n̂ component for each time, T1-6.323

T1 onset, IMF Bz > 0, Pc2 power peak324

Network parameters (Figure 2): Geomagnetic indices SMR and SME spike (panel (b))325

due to the pressure pulse from the solar wind, as does the Pc2 wave power and network326

response. There is a rapid increase in north-south connections relative to magnetome-327

ter pseudo-chains and northern hemisphere connections Gn,e/Cn,e > 1, Gn,e/Nn,e >328

1 in panels (f) and (g). We also see that long-range connections dominate short-range329

connections with Ln,e/Sn,e > 1, indicating a global response, shown in panels (i) and330

(j). This confirms that the enhancement in SME is due to the sudden commencement331

of the storm, rather than an electrojet response. We also see that north-south (Gn,e) con-332

nections are enhanced as Bz > 0 showing global L-shell resonance due to the solar wind333

pressure pulse and shear flow at the flanks.334

Network snapshot (Figure 3): A global response is seen with long-range connections across335

the globe and short-range MLT connections excited in all three magnetometer groups.336

There are relatively more connections on the day-side (hence connected nodes) and at337

all latitudes. On the night-side there are more connections at higher latitudes (>30 de-338

grees) with a corresponding gap in yellow connections between 0-6 h in MLT. Pseudo-339

chains are excited, particularly on the day-side, including two conjugate connections one340

on the day-side and one on the night-side. The degree distributions in panel (d) show341

that sub-networks are distributed broadly and are peaked showing distinct populations.342

Overall the network response is consistent with sharp day-side compression of the mag-343

netosphere.344

T2, between 04:47:50 - 06:00:00 UT, IMF Bz > 0345

Network parameters (Figure 2): The number of north-south connections continues to ex-346

ceed the number of magnetometer chain and northern hemisphere connections Gn/Cn,347

Gn/Nn both > 1 in panels (f) and (g). At this time Long-range connections continue348

to dominate short-range connections, Ln/Sn > 1, panels (i) and (j).349

Network snapshot (Figure 4): There are fewer stations in the network overall. Short range350

MLT connections and pseudo-chains are mainly on the day-side with only one chain ex-351

cited in Canada. Most low latitude connections are on the day-side including Antarc-352

tic stations. North-south hemisphere connections remain elevated because of a day-side353

cluster (between 30 degrees N and 60 degrees S). The degree distributions in panel (d)354

show all populations shifted towards the left and narrowed, now having lower average355

degree values. The network response is consistent with day-side compression and Bz >356

0, it is still the sudden commencement phase.357

T3, between 06:00 - 06:45 UT, IMF Bz < 0 to Bz ≈ 0358

Network parameters (Figure 2): During this time SME starts to increase, consistent with359

the onset of polar cap convection now Bz and By IMF are negative. As above, the de-360

tailed network response lags the IMF southward turning by approximately 15-20 min-361

utes. The parameter Nn,e/Gn,e > 1 shows an increase in the number of northern hemi-362

sphere connections with the ê component showing the greatest response. Magnetome-363

ter pseudo-chains (relative to north/south hemisphere connections) Cn,e/Gn,e ≈ 0.1, 0.3364
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become enhanced, dominated by magnetometers in North America/Canada on the night-365

side. The local response is highlighted by short-range connections in MLT becoming dom-366

inant for the ê component (Se/Le > 1). Long-range connections in MLT still persist367

in the n̂ component with Ln/Sn > 1. Network snapshot (Figure 5): The number of con-368

nections in the network has increased and we see degree distributions shifted to the right369

with higher average degree in panel (d). There are more network connections both within370

and between high latitude stations on the dusk side, consistent with enhanced dusk side371

polar cap convection under conditions of IMF By < 0. Multiple pseudo-chains are now372

excited in North America/Canada and there is a single conjugate connection between373

the North and South Pole, while on the South Pole only a single chain is excited. The374

network response here shows increasing connections both across MLT and across north375

and south hemispheres within a 4 h range of MLT, consistent with enhanced convection376

that is globally correlated during this interval of IMF Bz < 0 enhancing convection.377

T4, 06:47 UT, IMF Bz ≈ 0, Pc2 power peak378

Network parameters (Figure 2): At this time IMF Bz ≈ 0, SME is at a similar level to379

T3, and the Pc2 power is enhanced. We see the number of long-range and short-range380

connections are similar as Ln/Sn ≈ 1 while Lz/Sz > 1, panels (i) and (j). Northern381

hemisphere connections for the ê component continue to be enhanced relative to all other382

connections. The compressional component ẑ shows an increase in the relative number383

of northern hemisphere connections which peaks at Gz/Cz ≈ 100 in panels (e) and (f).384

Network snapshot (Figure 6): We see that Pc2 power reaches a similar value to that at385

T1, however this time we see a predominately localized high latitude response at North386

America between 60N and 90N which highlights that the network response does not sim-387

ply track Pc2 power. Pseudo-chains between hemispheres are mainly on the day-side,388

with few pseudo-chains excited on north-America and a single chain on the South Pole.389

There are more MLT<4 north-south connections on the dusk-side. The degree distri-390

bution here is similar to that of T3. Overall the network response at this time is con-391

sistent with enhanced high latitude currents during SME enhancement.392

T5, 08:17 UT393

Network parameters (Figure 2): Values for SMR by MLT become more negative and SME394

increases to ≈ 1000. There is a sharp peak in parameters Cn/Gn and Nn/Gn which reach395

values ∼0.5 and ∼10 respectively, in panels (e) and (h). These parameters indicate that396

network activity is becoming more localized in the northern hemisphere. This is the time397

when the network response for the n̂ component of the magnetic field, starts to increase,398

about an hour before the peak in Pc2 wave power.399

Network snapshot (Figure 7): Most connections are on the night-side at latitudes >60N,400

consistent with high latitude ionospheric currents, such as the auroral electrojet. Excited401

nodes are predominantly on the night-side and a few night-side pseudo-chains are also402

excited. The sparsity of connections between the north and south hemispheres is also403

reflected in the degree distributions, panel (d).404

T6, between 09:15 - 12:00 UT, IMF Bz < 0 to Bz > 0, Pc2 power peak405

Network parameters (Figure 2): Enhanced magnetospheric convection resumes as IMF406

Bz < 0 while SME and Pc2 power peaks as SMR by MLT is close to minimum. At this407

time long-range connections dominate with Ln/Sn > 1 and the total number of con-408

nections Θn peaks indicating a global response. Later, at 09:50 UT convection slows as409

Bz ≈ 0 and we see the compressional component (magnetic ẑ component) parameters410

peak with Nz/Gz ≈ 15 and Cz/Gz ≈ 2 shown in panels (e) and (h). Next, Bz spikes411

reaching +17 nT at 10:30 UT as more north-south connections are seen when Gn/Nn >412

1 and Ln/Sn ≈ 2.3 reaching maximum at 11:05 UT, showing a global response simi-413

lar to T1. Large fluctuations in By coincide with a peak in Ce/Ge ≈ 0.6 at 11:30 UT.414
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At this time there is no peak for Ne/Ge indicating that more magnetometer pseudo-chains415

are excited outside of the northern hemisphere unlike previously seen at times T3 and416

T4.417

Network snapshot (Figure 8): We now have the peak of excitation, with activity at all418

latitudes. Pseudo-chains are excited in all MLT zones, noon-dusk, dusk-midnight, midnight-419

dawn, and dawn-noon. The two conjugate connections are on the day and night-side.420

There are more connections, in particular N-S connections and short-range connections421

at high latitudes, located in the region between midnight and dusk compared the region422

between midnight and dawn. Again this could simply reflect the available station cov-423

erage, but is also consistent with enhanced polar cap convection on the dusk side under424

conditions of IMF By < 0 (Moen et al., 2015). At this time we see the network is the425

most highly connected as the degree distributions become broader and has the highest426

average degree. In the degree distributions these distinct populations can be clearly seen427

for connections limited to MLT<4.428
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Figure 1: Event overview and sub-networks. Panel (a), solar wind parameters, dy-
namic pressure (PDYN in black), GSM IMF Bz (red), and By (blue) with data gap in
OMNI data between sim 6:55-9:00 UT. Panel (b), geomagnetic indices SME and SMR
by MLT region. Panel (c), mean Pc2 power along with the normalized total connection
number Θk for k = n̂, ê, ẑ (red, blue and green) magnetic field components. Panel (d), sig-
nal to noise (surrogate) ratio ϕk with a black line at ϕk = 2 above which is the threshold
of statistical significance. Panel (e), the number of connections in a magnetometer chain
(Ck). Panels (f) and (g), the number of connections in the geomagnetic northern hemi-
sphere (Nk) and connections between the geomagnetic northern and southern hemispheres
(Gk). Panels (h) and (i), connections less than 4 h in MLT (Sk) and greater than 4 h in
MLT (Lk). Reference times are labelled T1-6 for which network snapshots are shown in
figures 3-8.
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Figure 2: Event overview and network parameters. Panels (a)-(d) are as in figure
1. Panels (e)-(j), evolution of the undirected in-phase n̂, ê, and ẑ component network
parameters which are ratios of the number of connections in the sub-networks discussed
section 2.2 and their inverses. Panels (e) and (f), ratios between connections in north-
ern and southern geomagnetic hemispheres (Gk) and magnetometer pseudo-chains (Ck).
Panels (g) and (h), ratios between connections in the geomagnetic northern hemisphere
(Nk) and connections between the geomagnetic northern and southern hemispheres (Gk).
Panels (h) and (i), the proportion of connections less than 4 h in MLT (Sk) and greater
than 4 h in MLT (Lk). Parameters are only plotted if the network has more than 100 con-
nections, otherwise a value of zero is given. Reference times are labelled T1-6 for which
network snapshots are shown in figures 3-8.
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Figure 3: Network snapshot at T1 (04:47:30 UT) for the n̂ magnetic field compo-
nent comprising 81 stations. Throughout panels (a)-(d), all connections are plotted in
green, over plotted with connections MLT <4 h in orange, while purple shows north-south
connections with MLT <4 h, and blue connections for pseudo-chains. Panel (d) shows
connections plotted in geomagnetic coordinates. Panels (a) and (b) show connections
plotted in geographic coordinates and limited to the southern and northern hemispheres
respectively. The global degree distribution for the given network snapshot is shown in (b)
with colors corresponding to network edges in panels (a), (b), and (d).

Figure 4: Network snapshot at T2 (05:50:00 UT) for the n̂ magnetic field compo-
nent network comprising 35 stations. The figure format is the same as figure 3.
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Figure 5: Network snapshot at T3 (06:20:00 UT) comprising 57 stations for the n̂
component. The figure format is the same as figure 3.

Figure 6: Network snapshot at T4 (06:45:50 UT) comprising 49 stations for the n̂
component. The figure format is the same as figure 3.
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Figure 7: Network snapshot at T5 (08:18:20 UT) comprising 50 stations for the n̂
component. The figure format is the same as figure 3.

Figure 8: Network snapshot at T6 (09:15:00 UT) comprising 103 stations for the n̂
component. The figure format is the same as figure 3.
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We have provided a single event network analysis of the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm429

for an 8 hour time window around onset. In the above results we have demonstrated that430

all the major phases of the storm are captured in network parameters, which are in turn431

derived from the dynamical network of Pc2 activity.432

Other events analyzed include the 2013 St. Patrick’s Day storm. Where we again433

find that the Pc2 in-phase networks are statistically significant for all magnetic field com-434

ponents over most of the event. We see a similar in-phase network and sub-network re-435

sponse at onset, however there are some deviations due to differences in solar wind driv-436

ing conditions.437

4 Discussion438

There is a well developed literature of Pc wave studies focused on chains and ge-439

ographically localized regions. One such example is the measurement of Pc1 and Pc5 waves440

during strong magnetospheric compression using the CRRES satellite and Scandinavian441

magnetometer chains on the dawn-side (Rasinkangas et al., 1994). In this paper we pro-442

pose a new framework, namely networks, to quantify the dynamics of the global ULF443

activity from the full set of 100+ ground based magnetometers. This approach provides444

both detailed visualization, and quantitative parameterization of both locally and glob-445

ally coherent ULF activity and the relationships between them. This first study is of an446

event that has already been subject to detailed analysis, the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm.447

We characterize the globally coherent dynamical response of the magnetosphere as seen448

in Pc2 waves, reducing 128 time series to a few key network parameters. The network449

parameters that we propose here complement traditional geomagnetic indices which are450

designed to monitor specific larger scale current systems such as the auroral electrojet451

and ring current. This parameterization provides a starting point for statistical studies452

across multiple events which can discriminate between model predictions(Orr, Chapman,453

Gjerloev, & Guo, 2021).454

Previously, 1 minute ground-magnetometer time resolution data has been used suc-455

cessfully to obtain the timings and structure of substorm current systems using network456

analysis techniques such as community detection (Dods et al., 2015; Orr et al., 2019; Orr,457

Chapman, Gjerloev, & Guo, 2021). Here, we construct the time dependent network us-458

ing 1 second time resolution data which allows use to resolve the Pc wave response and459

to capture the evolution of geomagnetic storms in greater dynamical detail. The Pc2 wave460

band has a period between 5-10 seconds (Jacobs et al., 1964) and is the highest frequency461

Pc wave band resolvable with 1 second data, minimizing the length of the correspond-462

ing time window over which Fourier cross-correlation is estimated to form the network463

connections between station pairs.464

We have focused principally on the n̂ component, however networks are obtained465

for each of the magnetic field components, n̂, ê and ẑ and these all respond at onset, but466

then behave differently throughout the storm. One clear example is seen in the sharp467

increase in northern hemisphere connections for the ê component during SME enhance-468

ment at time T3 in figure 2, showing greater sensitivity to auroral electrojet formation.469

The evolution of geomagnetic storms in terms of the global coherence of Pc waves has470

a direct relation to the physics of the system. Standing Pc wave mode structure depends471

on the length of the field line and whether foot points move anti-phase or in-phase to472

each other (Hudson et al., 2004; Dai et al., 2013). For the closed field lines of the Earth’s473

magnetic dipole, oscillations in the geomagnetic ê component are in the toroidal direc-474

tion, in the n̂ component, poloidal, and the ẑ component, approximately compressional.475

In this first study we have shown that the instantaneous Pc2 networks, that is, con-476

structed from cross correlation at zero lag, can categorize key phases in the 2015 St. Patrick’s477

Day storm. There is also information contained in the non-zero lag cross correlation, which478
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can be used to track propagation of coherent Pc wave propagation by building directed479

networks. This will be the topic of future work.480

5 Conclusions481

In this paper we present a new methodology to build networks that capture the spa-482

tial coherence of global Pc2 wave activity. The time dependent network is constructed483

from 1 second observations using 100+ ground magnetometers collated by SuperMAG484

and Intermagnet. Our results show that the evolution of the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm485

can be parameterized from the spatial extent and level of cross-correlation of Pc2 waves.486

The most significant response to the storm is found in the undirected in-phase network,487

where the cross correlation between Pc2 waveforms from pairs of magnetometers form488

peaks close to zero cross-correlation lag. However, the method has the potential to yield489

both undirected (cross-correlation lag close to zero) and directed (non-zero cross-correlation490

lag) networks corresponding respectively to an instantaneous and delayed, coherent re-491

sponse. We establish statistical significance of our results by testing against randomized492

surrogate data.493

We identify a set of time dependent network parameters for field components k =494

n̂, ê, ẑ which track the phases of the storm as it evolves. These are:495

• Ck(t)/Gk(t) which is the number of connections within a restricted range of mag-496

netic longitude normalized to the number of connections between the geomagnetic497

north and southern hemispheres. This parameterizes excitation along pseudo mag-498

netometer chains, that is, across resonant field lines at localized MLT compared499

to the excitation globally across L shells.500

• Gk(t)/Nk(t) which is the number of connections between the geomagnetic north-501

ern and southern hemispheres normalized to connections in the geomagnetic north-502

ern hemisphere. This parameterizes local coherence versus global, L shell and closed503

field line spanning coherence and is also a flag for spatial undersampling, in this504

case the night-side response at high latitudes is seen for the St. Patrick’s Day storm505

in the northern hemisphere as North America/Canada are located on the night-506

side.507

• Sk(t)/Lk(t) which is the number of connections between stations within MLT<4508

h of each other normalized to the number of connections spanning MLT>4 h. This509

parameterizes excitation across magnetic L shells at a localized MLT compared510

to the excitation globally across L shells.511

These network parameters respond to all the distinct phases of the storm, the ini-512

tial onset, response to subsequent southward and northward turnings of the IMF, and513

enhancement of magnetospheric current systems seen in geomagnetic indices. The net-514

work response is based on cross-correlation and does not simply track the Pc2 wave power.515

We find a response to turnings of the IMF that are seen at 10-20 min delays, these pre-516

cede enhancements in Pc2 wave power.517

Once network parameters are established, they can be used to make detailed sta-518

tistical comparisons across many events. This can quantify how the detailed evolution519

of a geomagnetic storm depends on the history of the solar wind driving, and the past520

state of the magnetosphere. This analysis can in principle also be applied and compared521

between different Pc wave bands as different Pc wave frequencies are generated by and522

respond to different solar/magnetospheric interactions.523
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Appendix A Building Dynamical Pc Wave Networks524

Here we present the analysis process developed to build the dynamical Pc2 (or any525

other Pc wave) network in detail. The process requires two stages: (i) data preprocess-526

ing to extract the Pc2 waveforms from our raw data and (ii) constructing the network527

from the cross-correlation matrix formed between all possible station pairs.528

A1 Pc Waveform Extraction529

Before we can build networks, the data is preprocessed to extract the Pc waveforms,530

we summarize these steps shown in figure A1. For each magnetometer, a finite time in-531

terval is extracted at time t for a given magnetic field component, using a time window532

of [tk, tk+10TPcmax ], where TPcmax is the maximum value of the Pc wave period found533

in the window. Using a Tukey window in the time domain and overlapping successive534

windows such that time t is successively stepped by tk+1 = tk + 5TPcmax
, minimizes535

spectral leakage. Time windows containing more than TPcmin
/4 of consecutive data gaps536

are excluded. The Pc wave mode is then extracted by band-pass filtering the FT of the537

windowed time series using the Butterworth filter (Butterworth et al., 1930) which has538

a frequency response which is relatively flat across the frequency band; we denote cut-539

off frequencies fl, fu (lower and upper frequency) and central frequency f0. The time-540

domain Pc2 waveform is then obtained by IFT (Jacobs et al., 1964).541
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Figure A1: Pc waveform extraction flow chart. (i) Time window applied to a mag-
netic field component for two magnetometer station time series. (ii) If a time window
has consecutive data gaps, reject and check the next pair of time windows. (iii) FT, then
band-pass filter using a Butterworth filter for the desired Pc band. (iv) IFT to obtain the
Pc waveforms.
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Figure A2: Network edge building flow chart. (i) Determine the average Pc wave-
form periods TSA

and TSB
. (ii) Reject Pc waveforms with amplitude below the average

storm pre-onset levels. (iii) Obtain the TLCC between Pc waveforms SA and SB and find
the extrema. (iv) Test the TLCC extrema exceed the modelled significance threshold.
(v) Test that the modulus of both maxima and minima of the TLCC exceed the signifi-
cance threshold. (vi) Test that the TLCC oscillation period is consistent with the average
periods of its constituent waveforms. (vii) Determine the TLCC extremum closest to
lag zero, An and lag τn. (viii) Amplitude An and lag τn classify the network connection
between the two magnetometer stations as directed, undirected in-phase or undirected
anti-phase.

A2 Constructing the Network542

We obtain the time-lagged cross-correlation function (TLCC) between pairs of Pc543

waveforms extracted at each tk for each field component and for each magnetometer sta-544

tion pair. The TLCC is used to determine whether a network edge, or connection ex-545

ists between the pair magnetometer stations at each sample time tk. We impose both546

a TLCC noise threshold and a waveform test, which are used to reject pairs of Pc wave-547

forms where the TLCC is not statistically significant, as discussed below.548

Pc waveforms that are above the noise are sinusoidal wave packets as they arise549

from a relatively narrow band-passed signal, the TLCC then oscillates as a function of550

lag, with the Pc waveform period. The lag τn, at which the TLCC has its maximum ex-551
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cursion nearest to zero lag, indicates whether the network connection is undirected (|τn| ≤552

1) or directed (|τn| > 1). Depending whether the waveforms are instantaneously in-phase553

or anti-phase, we assign either an in-phase or anti-phase undirected connection. Directed554

connections arise when the pair of waveforms are maximally coherent when one of the555

waveforms is phase lagged w.r.t to the other. The sign of the non-zero lag indicates which556

signal is in advance of the other, hence the network connection has a direction.557

The full procedure to build the network connections using Pc waveforms is detailed558

in Figure A2: (i) the zero crossings of Pc waveforms SA and SB are used to determine559

the average periods TSA
and TSB

(ii) The background noise threshold is set as
√
P q, where560

P (q) is the average quiet time power in the Pc2 wave band before onset. We require the561

peak values of both SA and SB to exceed this threshold. (iii) We obtain the TLCC be-562

tween Pc waveforms SA and SB using the TLCC function (Pearson, 1896):563

CX,Y (τ) =

∑N
t=1(X(t)− X̄)(Y (t− τ)− Ȳ )

(N − τ)
√

1
N

∑N
t=1(X(t)− X̄)2

√
1
N

∑N
t=1(Y (t)− Ȳ )2

(A1)

the extrema of CX,Y (τ) are determined using a standard peak finding routine. (iv) The564

threshold for the TLCC significance is set at 0.3, this threshold was obtained from test565

data of two sinusoidal signals superimposed with increasing amplitudes of white noise.566

(v) Waveforms are rejected unless both the maxima and minima of the TLCC exceeds567

this threshold (vi) Testing that the average period of the TLCC between the two wave-568

forms is approximately equal to the average of the periods of the waveforms, to within569

a tolerance of a factor of 1.6, and reject waveforms that do not satisfy this criterion. (vii)570

Determine the amplitude An and lag τn of the TLCC peak closest to zero lag. (viii) A571

network connection (edge) is assigned between the two magnetometer stations for the572

time window used to obtain Pc waveforms, SA and SB . The type of connection is de-573

termined from the properties TLCC peak amplitude An and lag τn. If |τn| > 1, the net-574

work connection is directed, the direction is determined by the sign of the lag τn. Oth-575

erwise if |τn| ≤ 1 and An > 0 the network connection is in-phase and undirected, whereas576

if An < 0 the network connection is anti-phase and undirected.577

Appendix B Anti-phase Network Response578

The anti-phase response to the 2015 St. Patrick’s Day storm is detailed in figures579

B1 and B2. At onset only the n̂ component network is significant (ϕk > 2), for which580

we see a response in all sub-networks, similar to the in-phase network response. All con-581

nections n̂, ê and ẑ become significant from 06:45 - 08:15 UT. Approximately 30 min-582

utes after the Pc2 power peak at 06:45:00 UT, we see an enhancement in connections583

between the northern and southern geomagnetic hemispheres relative to geomagnetic north-584

ern hemisphere connections, as Ge/Ne > 1 and corresponding to an increase in long-585

range connections as Le/Se > 1. From 08:15:00 - 10:15:00 UT only the ê and ẑ com-586

ponents are significant and short-range and northern hemisphere connections are enhanced587

for the ẑ component as Nz/Gz > 1 and Sz/Lz > 1, when SME and Pc2 power peak,588

while SMR by MLT is close to minimum. Similarly to the in-phase networks, the num-589

ber of sub-network connections reaches a peak at this time. An enhancement in north-590

ern hemisphere connections for the ẑ component in-phase network is seen 35 minutes af-591

ter the anti-phase response, with Nz/Gz > 1.592
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Figure B1: Event overview and anti-phase sub-networks. The panels (a)-(d) have
the same format as figure 1.
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Figure B2: Event overview and anti-phase network parameters. The panels (a)-
(j) have the same format as figure 2.
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Appendix C In-phase Network Snapshots593

Here we show the in-phase network snapshots for the ê and ẑ component networks,594

where these networks have different behaviour to the n̂ component network and have sig-595

nificant edges, figures C1-5. To compare component network snapshots we will use ref-596

erence times T1-6 as seen in figures 3-8. At time T4, the Pc2 power spikes and the ê com-597

ponent network has a lower number of north-south (purple) connections as compared to598

the n̂ component network. However at T5, the ê and ẑ component networks have more599

north-south connections than the n̂ component network. The ê component network at600

T5 has two distinct northern hemisphere clusters for connections limited to MLT<4 h.601

Later at T6, the number of connections for all networks components is maximum and602

the degree distribution for ê component sub-networks in figure C4, panel (d) is broader603

with a lower average degree than the n̂ component network. Compared to the global ac-604

tivity seen in the n̂ component network snapshot at T6 the ẑ component network shows605

northern hemisphere (North American) connections dominate.606
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Figure C1: Network snapshot at T4 (06:45:50 UT) comprising 41 stations for the ê
component. The figure format is the same as figure 3.

Figure C2: Network snapshot at T5 (08:18:00 UT) comprising 53 stations for the ê
component network. The figure format is the same as figure 3.
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Figure C3: Network snapshot at T5 (08:18:50 UT) comprising 49 stations for the ẑ
component network. The figure format is the same as figure 3.

Figure C4: Network snapshot at T6 (09:15:00 UT) comprising 67 stations for the ê
component network. The figure format is the same as figure 3.
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Figure C5: Network snapshot at T6 (09:15:00 UT) comprising 61 stations for the ẑ
component network. The figure format is the same as figure 3.
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